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ragingfish

Posts: 11022
Joined: Tue Oct 15, 2002 8:23 am

How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert
by ragingfish » Tue Jan 06, 2004 1:52 am

TOPIC: Replacing rear wiper blade insert

DIFFICULTY LEVEL: 
(1 hammer = easy - 5 hammers = pro)

TIME REQUIRED: Less than 10 minutes

TOOLS REQUIRED: None

PARTS REQUIRED: Toyota replacement insert, P/N# 85214-12310 ($7.98 shipped for 2 inserts at
http://www.brandsport.com)

=================================================

STEP 1: REMOVE WIPER BLADE ASSEMBLY

* Lift the wiper blade arm away from the window until it stands in the "service" position.

* Turn the blade assembly 90 degrees counter-clockwise to disengage the assembly from the arm:

* Now, simply lift the entire blade assembly out of the notch.

STEP 2: REMOVE OLD INSERT

* Note the three sets of tabs that hold the blade in place. Grab the blade between two sets of
tabs, and pull outward to remove the blade from one set of end tabs. Them simply slide the
entire insert out to separate it from the assembly.

* There are two silver metal strips that are on each side of the blade. Remove these. You will
reuse them.
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STEP 3: INSTALL NEW INSERT

* Slide in the metal strips into the sides of the new insert. They do not "lock" in place or even hold
tightly, so you may have to keep sliding them back into the insert as you reinstall the rubber to
the assembly.

* Note the arm assembly has two distinct sections. One stationary, and one hinged pivoting arm. I
recommend sliding the new blade into the pivoting section first, as seen here:

* Then, simply bend the blade and slide it into the third set of tabs. Be sure the tabs are not
getting caught in the channel with the metal strips, but instead, are holding the blade down. The
blade should slide freely back and forth within the assembly.

STEP 4: REINSTALL THE BLADE ASSEMBLY

* To reinstall the assembly on the wiper arm, simply connect the U-notch on the wiper arm to the
small round crossbar within the wiper assembly. Then tilt the assembly back down (90 degrees
clockwise) and push it to engage the clips that hold it in place.

DONE!

YES!I still visit GenVibe periodically. I have not forgotten about my "original" family over here!

2009 PONTIAC G8
3.6L V6 (256 HP @ 6300 rpm, 248 ft-lbs. @ 2100 rpm)

T

Charlievibe

Posts: 577
Joined: Tue Sep 02, 2003 1:13 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by Charlievibe » Tue Jan 06, 2004 1:56 am

Raging,

This is awesome, thanks.

Quick question...do the front blades work this way as well?

Charlievibe.

Just because you see Charlie doesn't mean I am a he....sometimes Charlie can be a she!!!! 

T

ragingfish

Posts: 11022
Joined: Tue Oct 15, 2002 8:23 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (Charlievibe)
by ragingfish » Tue Jan 06, 2004 1:56 am

Front blades are a bit different, I can do a quickie how to on replacing those if you like!

YES!I still visit GenVibe periodically. I have not forgotten about my "original" family over here!

2009 PONTIAC G8
3.6L V6 (256 HP @ 6300 rpm, 248 ft-lbs. @ 2100 rpm)

ArcsVibe
Global Moderator

Posts: 5786
Joined: Tue Jul 29, 2003 10:12 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by ArcsVibe » Tue Jan 06, 2004 2:22 am

Great post bro! Very helpful 

Genvibe Global Moderator
MOTM September 06 & July 09
VOTM April 06 
Neptune Vibe 2003 (7-10-2003 - 9-14-2010 vendu/sold) 
Mazda3 GX 2008 (9-14-2010 - 5-09-2014 vendu/sold) 
Matrix XR 2010 (5-09-2014)
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ragingfish

Posts: 11022
Joined: Tue Oct 15, 2002 8:23 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by ragingfish » Tue Jan 06, 2004 6:48 am

BTW -- You can also just replace the entire rear blade assembly if you wish.

Available from brandsport for $10.68 shipped.

http://www.brandsport.com/toy-85242-12090.html

YES!I still visit GenVibe periodically. I have not forgotten about my "original" family over here!

2009 PONTIAC G8
3.6L V6 (256 HP @ 6300 rpm, 248 ft-lbs. @ 2100 rpm)

T

Caretaker

Posts: 1316
Joined: Sun Dec 14, 2003 4:11 am

by Caretaker » Tue Jan 06, 2004 6:57 am

Thanks Mike; replacing the whole assembly is more my speed. Actually, replacing the car when the wipers go bad is
more my speed, he, he, he

Live it up: There will be plenty of time to be old when you die. 
** 2009 Vibe: 1.8 liter automatic **
** 2010 Elantra Touring **
** 2007 Honda Fit Sport **

T

Jahntassa

Posts: 2979
Joined: Wed Jul 09, 2003 2:06 pm

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by Jahntassa » Tue Jan 06, 2004 10:51 am

Dammit man! You came up with this two days after I had to figure it out in the Pep Boys parking lot! Always me with the

bad timing..! 

Very good stuff though, you did it exactly the way I ended up doing it!

2003 Vibe GT Lava
"He inched his way up the corridor as if he would rather be yarding his way down it."

"For a moment, nothing happened. Then, after a second or so, nothing continued to happen." - Douglas
Adams...we all miss you

T

ragingfish

Posts: 11022
Joined: Tue Oct 15, 2002 8:23 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (Jahntassa)
by ragingfish » Tue Jan 06, 2004 1:02 pm

Were you able to find the right size insert at the boys of pep?

YES!I still visit GenVibe periodically. I have not forgotten about my "original" family over here!

2009 PONTIAC G8
3.6L V6 (256 HP @ 6300 rpm, 248 ft-lbs. @ 2100 rpm)

Jahntassa

Posts: 2979
Joined: Wed Jul 09, 2003 2:06 pm

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by Jahntassa » Tue Jan 06, 2004 1:52 pm

Quote, originally posted by ragingfish Â»
Were you able to find the right size insert at the boys of pep?

Sorta...I think it was what, a 11 in.? I ended up buying the replacement wiper that would mount
on a standard wiper thing..pulled the rubber off it, stole the metal parts from the stock wiper,
and just basically changed out the rubber... It would've been nice if they just had the rubber
itself, but.. Eh.

2003 Vibe GT Lava
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"He inched his way up the corridor as if he would rather be yarding his way down it."

"For a moment, nothing happened. Then, after a second or so, nothing continued to happen." - Douglas
Adams...we all miss you

T

ragingfish

Posts: 11022
Joined: Tue Oct 15, 2002 8:23 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (Jahntassa)
by ragingfish » Tue Jan 06, 2004 2:11 pm

They sold one the right size though? I tried to replace it once and they said they didn't have anything under 16" or
something...

YES!I still visit GenVibe periodically. I have not forgotten about my "original" family over here!

2009 PONTIAC G8
3.6L V6 (256 HP @ 6300 rpm, 248 ft-lbs. @ 2100 rpm)

T

Charlievibe

Posts: 577
Joined: Tue Sep 02, 2003 1:13 am

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by Charlievibe » Tue Jan 06, 2004 10:34 pm

I have an underlying motive for asking....back over the holidays, I went out and cleaned my wiper blades with alcohol
wipes. As I was cleaning them, I noticed that they circled around very nicely and made the blades easier to clean off.
Well, I circled them back around and thought everything was cool. Now, when I use the wipers, they kind of klunk at me
and I was wondering if I had somehow loosened them.

However, to answer your question, the next time you replace your front wipers, I would enjoy
seeing how you do it so I can do mine. Thanks!

Just because you see Charlie doesn't mean I am a he....sometimes Charlie can be a she!!!! 

T

Jahntassa

Posts: 2979
Joined: Wed Jul 09, 2003 2:06 pm

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (ragingfish)
by Jahntassa » Tue Jan 06, 2004 11:32 pm

Quote, originally posted by ragingfish Â»
They sold one the right size though? I tried to replace it once and they said they didn't have anything under
16" or something...

Yup, my receipt says it was a Trico II 11in. blade.

2003 Vibe GT Lava
"He inched his way up the corridor as if he would rather be yarding his way down it."

"For a moment, nothing happened. Then, after a second or so, nothing continued to happen." - Douglas
Adams...we all miss you

T

gregoire

Posts: 29
Joined: Tue Nov 12, 2002 10:37 pm

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (Jahntassa)
by gregoire » Tue Aug 16, 2005 8:57 am

sure, this is an old post, but thanks for your help. I bought my replacement insert at a local Toyota dealer, two inserts
cost $6.99 including tax!!

Gwar
'03 Base, Auto, Salsa Monotone, Power Package, Moons & Tunes + 6 CD Changer, Anti-Theft

'05 Base, Auto, Abyss Monotone, Power Package, Moons & Tunes + Monsoon, Tint 50% front, 20% rear and back

AZViking

Posts: 377
Joined: Mon May 30, 2005 11:42 pm

Re: How To: Replace Your Rear Wiper Insert (gregoire)
by AZViking » Fri Aug 04, 2006 2:52 am

Just picked up a new insert from the local Toyota dealer ($2.43 each, plus tax) - thanks for the part number.

The computer at AutoZone doesn't even show a rear wiper for the Vibe. The guy behind the
counter looked at me like I was making it up that the Vibe has a rear wiper.
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2015 Kia Sorento 32,000 miles, 2010 Kia Sportage LX, 68,000 miles

T

binary

Posts: 1098
Joined: Wed Jun 08, 2005 5:37 am

by binary » Thu Aug 17, 2006 11:20 am

If you're really jonesin' for a rear blade... swap out your front blades with new ones... and cut one of them to size. Just
use the metal from the old blade.

Shazam, a slightly used but better than dead wiper blade.

T

zionzr2

Posts: 3179
Joined: Tue Jul 27, 2004 4:59 am
Location: Austin, TX

by zionzr2 » Thu Aug 17, 2006 11:14 pm

i recently got a couple of inserts from the toyota dealer total for the 2 was less than $8.

replaced one and gave the other to my Father-in-law.

really easy to install!

2012 Subaru Impreza Prem. 5-Door CVT 2.0i - Mine
2008 Chevy Cobalt 2LT - Wifes

2004 Pontiac Vibe AWD - Deceased 

T

wyldejackyl

Posts: 58
Joined: Sun Mar 14, 2004 3:38 am

by wyldejackyl » Wed Sep 20, 2006 4:09 am

Wow, you had the stones to go to the $tealer for anything? I bought the shortest insert I could from Murray's and cut it to
length with my Dremel (it has a plastic backing), and I cleaned it up with an X-acto. It was like $6 for two inserts.
Considering the one I'm replacing is 3 years old..not a bad deal!

2005 Yamaha Zuma
70cc Aluminum Athena Motor|Technigas RS pipe/muffler|Malossi MultiVar|carbon-fiber reeds|drilled airbox|90 Main Jet|7g
rollers|red torque spring|Leo Vince clutch pack springs (red/heavy)
2003 Vibe (wife's)
K&N|Mobil 1|removed intake resonator tubing|DRL switch|Bosch headlight Relays 55/100W bulbs <otherwise stock

    

T

JustinVGT

Posts: 982
Joined: Sun Jun 30, 2002 1:45 pm

by JustinVGT » Wed Nov 14, 2007 11:39 pm

I didn't find any short inserts and since most were all around the same price at Advanced Auto Parts, I just bought an
insert that was at least twice the length of the small rear wiper. I then just removed the metal inserts on the long piece,
measured the correct length of rubber and cut it. I then reused the original metal inserts and installed it. The $4 insert I
bought (22", 24", forgot) will provide two rear wiper replacements!

Justin

 
2003 Vibe GT - Mille Miglia Evo5 18x8 Wheels (now stock)- Magnaflow Cat-Back Exhaust (now stock)- Tein S-Tech
Springs (now stock)- Injen CAI - Red Painted Calipers - Hella Supertone Horns - Polk Speakers - Bazooka RS8A-HP
Sub - Kenwood Headunit - Still love my Vibe, but I've just turned it back into a basic daily driver.

Blueridge9

Posts: 332
Joined: Mon Mar 24, 2008 8:02 am
Location: USA

Re: (JustinVGT)
by Blueridge9 » Fri Jan 13, 2012 8:43 am

Quote, originally posted by JustinVGT Â»
I didn't find any short inserts and since most were all around the same price at Advanced Auto Parts, I just
bought an insert that was at least twice the length of the small rear wiper. I then just removed the metal
inserts on the long piece, measured the correct length of rubber and cut it. I then reused the original metal
inserts and installed it. The $4 insert I bought (22", 24", forgot) will provide two rear wiper replacements!

Justin, Thanks, I just did the same thing and cut a bigger wiper of the same type in half. It was a
little tricky getting the metal insert off. I bought the kind of wipers that will hold in place best so
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shop carefully. The guys at Advanced Auto are very helpful if you show them the old wiper. 

Blueridge9 2004 Base, 1.8L "The Vibe is a melding of muscular looks, ..utility & economy, sportiness & road-hugging
tractability." -Road & Track Magazine Sept. 2008 Pictures: http://s278.photobucket.com/user/blueridge9/library/
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